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Stay
Black Stone Cherry

Between the devil and the dep blue sea(Album Lyrics)

Hi there, Torie Kay here, just to say this is my first ever tab on here so bare
with me 
if I have made a few mistakes. This is as close as I could hear it so if anyone
has any 
suggestions/ alterations than go ahead. I hope you enjoy.

[all chords are power/barre chords - Electric guitar]

[verse 1]
G#m         Bbm                   Cm
I d sell my soul just to see your face
G#m              Bbm                     Cm
And I d break my bones just to feel your pain
G#m          Bbm                   Cm
And in these times I need a saving grace
G#m                             Bbm
Cuz time is running out and I m starting to lose faith

[Chorus]
         G#m                  Eb                      Bbm
But if I told you I loved you would it make you wanna stay
    Cm    Bbm
I m sorry for the
G#m            Eb             Bbm
way I made you feel day after day
         G#m                       Eb                  Bbm
And if I wrote you a love song and sang it to you everyday
         Cm       Bbm
Would it ever be enough to
G#m            Eb                Bbm
make you wanna come back home to stay
         G#m       Eb             Bbm
Would it make you, make you wanna stay.

[verse2]
G#m              Bbm                    Cm
My heart s on my sleeve but its turning black
G#m              Bbm                 Cm
And without your touch I m not gonna last
G#m              Bbm             Cm
It feels like my walls are cavin in
G#m                     Bbm



And I ll do anything to have you here again

[Chorus]
         G#m                  Eb                      Bbm
But if I told you I loved you would it make you wanna stay
    Cm    Bbm
I m sorry for the
G#m            Eb             Bbm
way I made you feel day after day
         G#m                       Eb                  Bbm
And if I wrote you a love song and sang it to you everyday
         Cm       Bbm
Would it ever be enough to
G#m            Eb                Bbm
make you wanna come back home to stay

[guitar interlude - rythm]

G#m Eb Cm Bbm Cm Bbm,
G#m Eb, Bbm

[bridge]

The days are cold the nights are long
and I can t stand to be alone
Please know this is not your fault
And all I want is to tell you I love you

And make you wanna stay.
I m sorry for the way I make you feel day after day
And if I wrote you a love song and sang it to you everyday
Would it ever be enough to make you wanna come back home to stay

Would it make you, make you wanna stay
(I m sorry for my ways)
Would it make you, make you wanna stay
(will it ever be enough)
Would it make you, make you wanna stay

(I m sorry for the lack of bridge tab, I couldn t work out the right pitching,
so I hope 
someone else can work that out.) As far as I know the chords are correct if
played as 
barre/power chords. The timing is simple enough to pick up through out =]

Other than that, please comment and rate. Thankies Torie Kay xxx


